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EU Security and Defence
Filling a surprising gap in existing studies, this book addresses many of the
unanswered questions surrounding the role of european integration in shaping
national defence policy. The impressive array of contributors consider the
pressures on state policy emanating from the process of integration. The book is
divided into three distinct parts: * an outline of the tortuous history of attempts to
link defence with European integration * a study of the four larger member states France, Germany, Italy and the UK as well as a chapter on The Netherlands; * an
analysis of the effects of the nuclear weapons and arms procurement policies. This,
the second book in The State and the European Union series, sheds light on an
increasingly important and topical aspect of contemporary European security and
will be essential reading for those studying European Politics, Public Policy and
International Relations.

Operation EUFOR TCHAD/RCA and the European Union's
Common Security and Defense Policy
EU foreign policy has long been considered the exclusive domain of member
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states. This book challenges such state-centered wisdom by analyzing the
influence of Brussels-based EU officials in the area of security and defence. Using
case studies and unique insights from over a hundred interviews this book shows
how everyday policy is made in practice

Accountability in EU Security and Defence
Security and defence is the area in which the EU has advanced most in recent
years. A principal element of this process is the proliferating number of military
and civilian crisis management missions in Europe, the Middle East, Africa and
Asia. Clearly, Europe has come a long way since the disappointments and
frustration in the 1990s, when, in light of the violent disintegration of Yugoslavia,
analysts argued that the EU foreign and security policy was ‘neither common, nor
foreign, nor dealing with security, nor (could) be called a policy.’ Since then the
newly developed European Security and Defence Policy (ESDP) has become the
necessary framework for the formulation and implementation of effective European
security policy. This book is the first-ever in-depth inquiry of the ESDP in action. It
analyzes the implementation of military and civilian missions in the Balkans,
Southern Caucasus, Africa and Asia and asks what impact they have on the
ground. The EUJUST Themis in Georgia, the Aceh Monitoring Mission in Indonesia
as well as EUSEC-R.D. Congo and EUPOL Kinshasa are examined in The European
Security and Defence Policy will be of interest to students and scholars of
international relations, security, European studies, foreign policy, peacekeeping
and transatlantic relations.

National Interests and European Integration
A unique and essential source of reference for all those with an interest in
European defence and security over the last 60 years. An extensively annotated
chronology, the book carefully places every key event in context, explaining what
happened, where, when, and why.

European Defence
After the Internal Market and the Introduction of the Euro, the European Union is
making the decisive steps towards the next large project on the way to European
unification, which is European Defence. The recent Iraqi crisis has shown that a
common European foreign policy is more necessary than ever. In spite of this
shortfall, there has been important progress: The European crisis intervention
force, such as it was defined in Helsinki in 1999, has already been deployed
successfully in two operations. Still, creating a European Defence is an ongoing
process, where Europe has to continue to improve its capabilities. The direction
that the European Union will have to take in the coming years is indicated by the
European Convention, which has proposed to create a European Minister of Foreign
Affairs and a European Armaments, Research and Military Capabilities Agency.
Within the European Parliament, there is a large majority for the necessity of a
European Defence. This is demonstrated by the contributions of representatives of
the four major political groups in this book. It also corresponds with the
preferences of public opinion. The draft of a European Security Strategy presented
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by Javier Solana in June 2003 is a good step towards a European Foreign and
Security Policy, which will be able to guarantee the security of the European
citizens and to defend the interests of the European Union in the world. Highranking European personalities, such as Javier Solana, Guy Verhofstadt, Erkii
Liikanen and Philippe Busquin have made valuable contributions to this book. The
authors set out to identify where we stand on defence and what remains to be
done to help Europe evolve in the changing global context of the 21st century.

The Nordic Countries and the European Security and Defence
Policy
The EU's emergence as an international security provider, under the first Common
Security and Defence Policy (CSDP) operations in the Balkans in 2003, is a critical
development in European integration. In this book, which relies on extensive
interviews with CSDP officials, Michael E. Smith investigates how the challenge of
launching new CSDP operations causes the EU to adapt itself in order to improve
its performance in this realm, through the mechanism of experiential institutional
learning. However, although this learning has helped to expand the overall range
and complexity of the CSDP, the effectiveness of this policy tool still varies widely
depending on the nature of individual operations. The analysis also calls in to
question whether the CSDP, and the EU's broader structures under the 2009 Treaty
of Lisbon, are fit for purpose in light of the EU's growing strategic ambitions and
the various security challenges facing Europe in recent years.

The future of NATO and European defence
EU Security and Defence Policy
The European Security and Defense Policy
A critical evaluation of the EU Defence and Security Procurement Directive
2009/81/EC in its legal, economic, military, and political context.

The Organization of European Security Governance
Since the second edition of this popular Very Short Introduction published in 2007,
the world has faced huge economic and political change. Showing how and why
the EU has developed from 1950 to the present day, John Pinder and Simon
Usherwood cover a range of topics, including the Union's early history, the
workings of its institutions and what they do, the interplay between 'eurosceptics'
and federalists, and the role of the Union beyond Europe in international affairs
and as a peace-keeper. In this fully updated third edition, Pinder and Usherwood
incorporate new material on the Lisbon treaty, the EU fiscal crisis, the state of the
single Euro currency in its wake, and conclude by considering the future of the
Union and the choices and challenges that may lie ahead. ABOUT THE SERIES: The
Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of
titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way
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to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis,
perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics
highly readable.

The Berlin Republic
Since German unification in October, 1990, arguments have raged as to whether
the integration process of the former East Germany into the western system has
been a success. These essays offer fresh insight and perspectives explaining the
effects of unification on Germany and the EU as a whole.

Peace, Security and Defence Cooperation in Post-Brexit Europe
Looks at how EU political institutions in security and defense have developed
through the political economy of interest group intermediation.

Europeanization of British Defence Policy
In 1999 the EU decided to develop its own military capacities for crisis
management. This book brings together a group of experts to examine the
consequences of this decision on Nordic policy establishments, as well as to shed
new light on the defence and security issues that matter for Europe as a whole.

Security and Defence Policy in the European Union
This book provides an empirical understanding of how EU-level defence industrial
cooperation functions in practice. Using the Liberal Intergovernmental theoretical
model, the book argues that while national economic preferences are an essential
factor of government interests they only explain part of the dynamic that leads to
the development of defence industrial policy at EU level. Moving beyond a simple
adumbration of economic preferences, it shows how the EU’s institutional
framework and corpus of law are used by governments to reaffirm their position as
the ultimate arbiter and promoter of national economic preferences in the defence
industrial sector. To this end, the work asks why and how EU member state
governments, European defence firms, and EU institutions developed EU-level
defence industrial policy between 2003 and 2009. The book also analyses
significant policy developments, including the establishment of a European
Defence Agency and two EU Directives on equipment transfers and defence
procurement. This book will be of much interest to students of EU policy, defence
studies, security studies and International Relations in general.

European Security and Defence Policy
Since the Cologne European Council of June 1999, the Union has been
implementing a European Security and Defence Policy (ESDP) under the aegis of
Javier Solana, High Representative for CFSP and future EU Minister for Foreign
Affairs. Just what is ESDP? What are the ambitions of the Union in security and
defence matters? What has been accomplished in the last five years? What are the
different sensitivities of the 25 member states regarding the future of European
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defence? How should relations be developed with NATO and the United States?
What effect will the constitutional Treaty have on the evolution of the Union's
international role? These questions form the basis of this collective work by the
European Union Institute for Security Studies.

The Political Economy of European Security
The phenomenon of Europeanization has become a topic that is constantly under
debate. This critical volume examines Europeanization through examples of British
defence policy, the European Security and Defence Policy, the legal arms trade and
the decision to go to war in Iraq in 2003. Drawing on examples from Austria and
France, as well as unveiling the role of the Prime Minister and his close confidants
in driving through this controversial defence policy, Robert Dover provides an
original and engaging contemporaneous account of Europeanization. Academics,
post-graduate researchers and analysts concerned with British foreign and defence
policy and those interested in European defence policy more generally, will all find
this study a must read.

The Government and Politics of France
The emergence of the European Security and Defense Policy (ESDP) in the last twothirds of the 1990s and continuing into the new century, has been a complex
process intertwining politics, economics, national cultures, and numerous
institutions. This book provides an essential background for understanding how
security issues as between NATO and the European Union are being posed for the
early part of the 21st century, including the new circumstances following the
terrorist attacks in New York and Washington on September 11, 2001. This study
should be of interest to those interested in the evolution of U.S.-European
relations, especially in, but not limited to, the security field; the development of
institutional relationships; and key choices that lie ahead in regard to these critical
arrangements.

The Common Security and Defence Policy: National
Perspectives
Presenting the first analytical overview of the legal foundations of the EU's
Common Security and Defence Policy (CSDP), this book provides a detailed
examination of the law and practice of the EU's security policy. The European
Union's security and defence policy has long been the focus of political scientists
and international relations experts. However, it has more recently become of
increasing relevance to lawyers too. Since the early 2000s, the EU has carried out
more than two dozen security and defence missions in Europe, Africa, and Asia.
The EU institutions are keen to stress the security dimension of other external
policies also, such as development cooperation, and the Lisbon Treaty introduces a
more detailed set of rules and procedures which govern the CSDP. This book
provides a legal analysis of the Union's CSDP by examining the nexus of its
substantive, institutional, and economic dimensions. Taking as its starting point
the historical development of security and defence in the context of European
integration, it outlines the legal framework created by the rules and procedures
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introduced by the Treaty of Lisbon. It examines the military operations and civilian
missions undertaken by the Union, and looks at the policy context within which
they are carried out. It analyses the international agreements concluded in this
field and explores the links between the CSDP and other external policies of the
Union.

The European Union and National Defence Policy
The Government and Politics of France has been the leading textbook on French
politics for over a generation, and continues to provide students with a
comprehensive and incisive introduction to the intricacies of French politics and
government. This edition updates every chapter, with the addition of a new
chapter on France and Europe. Recent events necessitate a new edition,
particularly the 2002 elections and the growing interpenetration of France and the
EU in student programmes, as well as in the real world. Whether covering the
shifting balance within France's two-headed executive, the paradoxes of the
French party politics, the power and fragmentation of France's administration, the
growing assertiveness of French local government, or the newly visible world of the
judiciary, The Government and Politics of France has always sought to confront
established paradigms with the complex and untidy reality of French politics at the
grass roots.

Europe's Common Security and Defence Policy
Given the Ukraine crisis, Russia’s resurgence and the burning crises in the South
there has never been a better time to discuss European defence. From November
2014 to March 2015, the online magazine European Geostrategy published a
number of excellent essays on the European Union’s Common Security and
Defence Policy (CSDP), all from a national perspective. You can now read all of the
essays in this one neat publication. Indeed, in this essay collection jointly published
by European Geostrategy, the Egmont Institute and the Institute for European
Studies, a host of leading experts give their national perspectives on the present
state and future of the EU’s CSDP. Each of the thirty-four essays focuses on the
continued relevance of the CSDP when compared to the security challenges facing
Europe today. Some essays give a bleak picture of the future, whereas others see
grounds for optimism. Either way the essays are bound to provoke reactions of all
kinds.

Buying Defence and Security in Europe
The transformation of the St. Malo declaration into a European process represents
a milestone in the history of European integration, for the first time bringing
defense within the scope of European policy coordination. There remains a number
of open and interconnected questions related to the European Security and
Defense Policy's political structure, force capabilities, and mission that together
threaten to cast a shadow over the EU's capacity to create a credible military force
with which to reinforce its capacity and autonomy in the area of crisis
management. This volume attempts to chart the progress, the problems, and the
future prospects of this ambitious and highly contentious venture.
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Defence Industrial Cooperation in the European Union
Readings in European Security
Britain, Germany and the New European Security Debate
Analyses the emergence of new forms of security governance in Europe in
response to changing domestic and external challenges.

Unraveling the European Security and Defense Policy
Conundrum
In support of the Academy Assembly, the Directorate of Libraries, Dean of the
Faculty, produces a special bibliography of Air Force Academy library materials
relevant to the current year's theme. The theme for the 2001/2002 academic year
is: The Future of Europe: Integration or Fragmentation. This year's bibliography,
number 98 in the library's Special Bibliography Series, was prepared by Frances K.
Scott, Social Sciences Bibliographer and Reference Librarian, who has prepared the
annual Academy Assembly bibliography tor the past ten years.

Re-energising Europe's Security and Defence Policy
The dissolution of the Western European Union (WEU) and its Assembly in 2011
threatens to leave the EU's inter-governmental Common Foreign and Security
Policy (CFSP) and Common Security and Defence Policy (CSDP) without interparliamentary scrutiny. The inter-governmental nature of decision-making in the
CFSP and CSDP, and the significance of the CFSP and CSDP activities to which EU
Member States may agree, make it important that inter-parliamentary oversight
should be continued, with national parliaments taking the lead. This short Report
puts forward a proposal for successor arrangements to the WEU Assembly which
has been drawn up in a process of consultation among relevant Select Committee
Chairs of both Houses of Parliament, with a view to putting this proposal before
each House for its approval. The Report recommends that the WEU Assembly
should be succeeded by an EU Inter-parliamentary Conference on Foreign Affairs,
Defence and Security (COFADS). COFADS would secure continued interparliamentary scrutiny of this area of EU activity, would not be an autonomous
institution and would minimise costs, while adding value to the work that each
national parliament does on its own in this field.

The Nordic Countries and the European Security and Defence
Policy
This fifth volume of Core documents lists the European Union's decisions and
actions in the field of security and defence taken during 2004. Texts concerning
ESDP are collected in the first part of this volume: they include in particular the
establishment of the European Defence Agency, the decisions on battle groups and
the European gendarmerie, the launch of the EUJUST operations in Georgia and
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Althea in Bosnia and Herzegovina, the 2010 Headline Goal and the substantial
development of the civilian aspect of crisis management. However, the first part
also deals at length with the fight against terrorism, the Union b2ss relations with
Iran, the Middle East, Iraq and Africa, and the various Commission initiatives
relating to financing of research and restructuring of the arms market. The second
part of this work is devoted solely to the Constitutional Treaty; it includes all of the
sections relevant to defence, but also to foreign and security policy in the broader
sense. As for the title of the work itself, it reflects the joint decision to hold all
future European Council meetings in Brussels; the capitals of the countries holding
the presidency are therefore no longer mentioned on the cover of this collection.

European Security in NATO's Shadow
Currently, some 2,500 civilian experts work across Europe, Africa, and Asia in ten
ongoing civilian missions launched under the Common Security and Defence Policy
(CSDP). Mandates cover a broad range of multidimensional tasks, such as rule of
law support, law enforcement capacity building, or security sector reform.
Numerous (recent) incidents from the field underscore that there are serious
institutional as well as procedural weaknesses and irregularities tied to
accountability in these EU peacebuilding missions. This title offers a
comprehensive legal analysis and empirical study of accountability concerning the
Union's peacebuilding endeavours, also referred to as civilian crisis management.
Along with examining the governance credentials of EU peacebuilding, the
monograph thoroughly scrutinizes de jure and de facto accountability
arrangements of political, legal, and administrative nature existing in the domestic
sphere, at EU level, and across levels. With a view to providing for a nuanced
picture, the assessment further distinguishes between different accountability
finalities and evaluates the appropriateness of existing accountability
arrangements in civilian crisis management based on a combination of quantitative
and qualitative criteria.

A Chronology of European Security and Defence 1945-2007
Highlighting the challenges and prospects of European security cooperation, this
volume examines the impact of Brexit on strategic aspects of security, peace,
defence and foreign policy for both the European Union and the UK. It applies
theoretical and methodological approaches from international relations and
security studies to analyse the causal mechanisms of security cooperation, and
covers topics including innovative security technologies, defence procurement, EUNATO relations, new capabilities frameworks (such as PESCO, EDF and EII), the role
of French-German military cooperation, and the implications of Brexit for European
deterrence or the Northern Ireland peace process. The findings contribute to a
better understanding and management of anticipated challenges and sources of
instability in post-Brexit Europe.

The Path to European Defence
This report is presented prior to the NATO Summit at Bucharest in April 2008 and
examines the status of NATO in dealing with the security environment that exists
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in Europe today. The situation in Afghanistan offers a key test of the strengths and
failings of the NATO Alliance. To bring stability and encourage development and
reconstruction in this region requires a long-term military and financial
commitment on the part of the Alliance. Failure in Afghanistan may diminish the
effectiveness of NATO and undermine allied unity, perhaps pushing the United
States to question the purpose of NATO itself. The Bucharest Summit will have to
address a number of issues in respect of Afghanistan, including the need to
generate sufficient military forces to carry out operations. NATO faces broader
questions about its role and relevance in the 21st century, and the Defence
Committee believes it needs to launch a far-reaching review of its strategic
concept, setting forth a future role and purpose. NATO's willingness to fulfil a
global role is critical to the continued support of the United States. NATO has
shortfalls across a range of specific military capabilities which are seen as
compromising its ability to mount and sustain the expeditionary operations that
underpin the Alliance. The creation of the NATO Response Force is seen as
representing a significant achievement but it needs to be financed out of NATO
Common Funding. The Committee states that NATO's biggest shortfall is a lack of
political will, where a large and growing gap exists between the United States and
the European members in defence spending. The Committee further states that
the relationship between NATO and the EU is plagued by mistrust and
characterised by unhealthy competition. Improving communication and cordination
between the two is seen as essential. The Committee views NATO as indispensable
to the Alliance.

The European Union: A Very Short Introduction
In this updated and revised new edition the author examines recent developments
to the European Union's Common Security and Defence Policy and assesses its
systems, processes and limitations. He situates events in a clear historical context
and provides wide-ranging theoretical approaches to aid understanding.

The Finnish Security and Defence Policy 2001
The European Security Forum brings together senior officials and experts from EU
and Euro-Atlantic Partnership countries, including the United States and Russia, to
discuss security issues of strategic importance to Europe. Now in its eighth year of
operation, the forum is jointly directed by CEPS, the Geneva Centre for the
Democratic Control of Armed Forces, the Geneva Centre for Security Studies, and
the International Institute for Strategic Studies. Readings in European Security
aims to serve as a prism through which the EU's external relations and security can
be assessed, with contributions from its U.S. and Russian partners. This book, the
fifth volume in the series, contains working papers by international experts on a
variety of highly topical strategic issues including the EU's role in the Middle East
conflict, missile defense, recognition of Kosovo, the normative element in EU
foreign policy, and the response in U.S., EU, and Russian policy circles to the rise of
China.

EU Security and Defence
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Politics in the Republic of Ireland is now available in a fully revised fifth edition.
Building on the success of the previous four editions, it continues to provide an
authoritative introduction to all aspects of politics in the Republic of Ireland.
Written by some of the foremost experts on Irish politics, it explains, analyzes and
interprets the background to Irish government and contemporary political
processes. Bringing students up to date with the very latest developments,
Coakley and Gallagher combine real substance with a highly readable style,
providing an accessible textbook that meets the needs of all those who are
interested in knowing how politics and government operate in Ireland.

The Future of Europe
This study combines an account of Blair, Chirac, Schröder and their attitudes
towards European integration. It analyzes political discourses on 'national interests'
and the EU, the frequently debated role of political discourse, the concept of
national interest, and offers an alternative point of view on intergovernmental
interaction.

Politics in the Republic of Ireland
The various political crises that occurred in 2008, and the gradual shift of the world
towards a new multipolar order, vividly demonstrated the vital role that the EU can
and should play on the international stage today. This holds true whether in the
context of the global financial crisis and its implications for the conduct of foreign
policy, regional crises or with regard to partnerships with the other global players.
As underlined by the High Representative for CFSP, Javier Solana, and by the
European Commission in the Report on the European Security Strategy, the EU
now carries 'greater responsibilities than at any time in its history' in the face of
'increasingly complex threats and challenges.' In Georgia, Somalia, Darfur, Kosovo,
Guinea-Bissau, as well as in many other places in the world, the European Union
strives to contribute to the defence and protection of vulnerable civilian
populations and to promote security. This Chaillot Paper, the IXth volume in the
EUISS annual series of Core documents on European security and defence, is a
compilation of all the main decisions and initiatives undertaken by the EU in 2008
in the framework of the European Security and Defence Policy (ESDP).

Policy-Making in EU Security and Defense
Asks why European countries tried to build a security institution outside of NATO,
emphasising the influence of political party ideologies.

Future inter-parliamentary scrutiny of EU foreign, defence and
security policy
At a time when many observers question the EU’s ability to achieve integration of
any significance, and indeed Europeans themselves appear disillusioned, Mai’a K.
Davis Cross argues that the EU has made remarkable advances in security
integration, in both its external and internal dimensions. Moreover, internal
security integration—such as dealing with terrorism, immigration, cross-border
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crime, and drug and human trafficking—has made even greater progress with
dismantling certain barriers that previously stood at the core of traditional state
sovereignty. Such unprecedented collaboration has become possible thanks to
knowledge-based transnational networks, or “epistemic communities,” of
ambassadors, military generals, scientists, and other experts who supersede
national governments in the diplomacy of security decision making and are making
headway at remarkable speed by virtue of their shared expertise, common culture,
professional norms, and frequent meetings. Cross brings together nearly 80
personal interviews and a host of recent government documents over the course of
five separate case studies to provide a microsociological account of how
governance really works in today’s EU and what future role it is likely to play in the
international environment. “This is an ambitious work which deals not only with
European security and defense but also has much to say about the policy-making
process of the EU in general.” —Ezra Suleiman, Princeton University

Denationalisation of Defence
Denationalisation of Defence consists of two major parts: first, a generic and
analytical section which presents the developmental trends in privatization and
internationalization of armed force, and second, an empirical section analyzing the
impact of these trends on the Nordic countries' defence and security sectors. The
Nordic countries have a special relevance as objects of study given their
traditionally strong public spheres and state-orientated systems of governance.
This volume questions whether the process of denationalization has reached a
point where countries are reacting to changes in their security environment by
increasingly introducing elements of privatization and international integration.

The EU Common Security and Defence Policy
Addressing security challenges posed by weak and failed states will require
increasingly demanding military interventions, often over a great distance and
prolonged periods of time. As a result of several engagements over the last
decade, the U.S. military has gained valuable experience in undertaking stability
operations. However, the United States should not be expected to fulfill such
operations alone; we must look to our partners and allies to share some of the
global responsibility. In this, Europe is unquestionably the most capable and
natural U.S. ally. While most U.S. policymakers are familiar with the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization, developments in the field of security and defense within the
European Union (EU) have thus far received little attention in the United States,
despite the EU's increasing importance. One such operation in Africa, Operation
EUFOR TCHAD/RCA, provides a look inside the workings of an EU military
operation, highlights successes and failures, and draws lessons learned. --

Security Integration in Europe
In 1999 the EU decided to develop its own military capacities for crisis
management. This book brings together a group of experts to examine the
consequences of this decision on Nordic policy establishments, as well as to shed
new light on the defence and security issues that matter for Europe as a whole.
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